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TECHKNOWSERV is uniquely positioned

TKS specializes in the safe operation of high 
pressure steel and composite pressure components
In 2012, we started to serve the Fracking and 
Flowback industries need to recertify high pressure 
flow iron for safe operation
Currently we have 20+ clients in this industry 
These clients are responsible for the safe operation 
of over 50,000 high pressure assets across different 
shale plays
Our goal is to develop a solution that allows these 
customers to operate their assets safer, longer, and 
more economically.



High pressure fracking and flowback equipment 

Steel casings, manifolds, 
valves, and tubes 
Pump high pressure 
fracking fluid downhole 
Separate oil and gas from 
contaminants on 
flowback side

Over $1M of assets on a 
Frac Pad

Assets are moved from 
job-to-job



High Pressure = High Risk 

Flow Iron fails due to accelerated 
wear/erosion in a random and 
unpredictable manner

If the asset is retired to early 
financial loss occurs
If the asset is operated for too 
long significant risk is assumed at 
the expense of the oil field worker 
and environment
Standardization of Flow Iron Asset 
Management demonstrates to 
local, state, agencies federal that 
owners are proactive

http://www.ices.cmu.edu/pita/projectitem.asp?ID=149

Pennsylvania Infrastructure Technology Alliance (PITA) 

Wireless Thickness Measurement of

Natural Gas Components



TECHKNOWSERV will standardize flow iron asset management

The ASME Code Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel Code 

The ASME B31.3, Petroleum 
Refining Piping Code

API-6A Specification for Wellhead 
and Christmas Tree Equipment

The API Pressure Vessel Inspection 
Code, API-510

The API Piping Inspection Code, 
API 570

Please contact the manufacturer

Asset

ASME

API

Flow Iron is 
out of orbit



Present and Future Knowledge

Standardization of test procedures across all 
manufacturers

Real-time asset status via cloud based database 
accessible through Android or traditional 
platforms and rugged RFID technology

FlowIronAnalytics
TM

– How is the asset 
performing?

Structural health monitoring (SHM) sensor 
fusion



Data Driven Asset Performance 

Our historical data will provide our customers 
with knowledge and power to select the best 
product for their environment



Adapting to the customers need   

Cloud database is operational with over 
25,000 parts being tracked
Customers are charged monthly per part

Customers want a standardized asset inspection 
process and reporting across all manufacturers
Customers want RFID capabilities to simplify 
field inspection report generation and asset 
tracking
Customers want statistical data to gage asset 
performance



Still adapting to the customers evolving need   

Over 100,000 parts being tracked
RFID asset tracking and interfacing with 
database 
FlowIronAnalytics

TM
Launched

Fee structure based on customers need
Tier 1: Cloud database only
Tier 2: Tier 1 + RFID asset tracking
Tier 3: Tier 2 + Flow Iron Analytics 
Sensor Fusion:  Part-by-part basis



This Product is Transformational    

Standardization of flow iron asset management will be positively 
viewed by Federal, State, and Local agencies as well as insurance 
companies and environmental advocates.   

Customers have an appetite for the technology NOW

A cloud based database exists but innovation is required to interface 
with rugged oil field RFID technology and FlowIronAnalytics

TM

The $20,000 prize will provide TKS with the financial assistance to 
initiate development the RFID capability and FlowIronAnalytics

TM


